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R Series is an organic chair designed to complement the curves 
of the human body. R stands for its generously radiused 
contours which are created on the principles of bionics. 
Developed during the late 90s it’s a time-tested task chair, 
designed with extra support for the long working hours, hence 
it is still a favourite for many. It’s extra-large looks enhances 
its durability and strength. The High back chair of R family 
gives full back and shoulder support in all working postures. 
The seat and back are shaped to body contour by hot-pressed 
compressed wood which are encased in moulded polyurethane 
foam of high density for the right combination of softness with 
firmness. The R family also includes a variety of medium back 
and low back chairs along with options of Net back, PVC and 
Jute Back Chairs.





R

R series states an overall strength and looks appealing from 
any angle. The side, the front and the complete profile, all 
present a soothing organic look which compliments and blends 
with the modern office seating. Special attention has been 
given to the width of the armrests ensuring firm support and 
added comfort to the User.



R family also include static chairs both with and without 
armrests, which can be used for visitors and informal seating. 
Similar continuous running seaters is available for the reception 
and the waiting areas. Integrated with these running seaters 
are wooden tops or side tables for keeping reading materials 
or personal belongings while waiting.
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